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thrown on the market, dyes that faded quickly, that
would not wash, that we would now consider ugly ; the
cost of experience in this case was borne by the pocket-
books, perhaps by the tempers of the people. In the
manufacture of synthetics, however, it is far more dif-
ficult to separate the good from the bad, and experience
obtained at the expense of the one life, the one health
of individuals, is too costly, and physicians do well to
hesitate before this array of new synthetics. The manu-
facturers are interested parties—as they were in unload-
ing bad dyes—many so-called investigations and write-
ups under unknown names are as likely to be the bait inthe trap. What are physicians to do ? Shall they seek
safety in standing still, or hesitate to take a forward step
from fear it might prove a'backward one? The only
scientific solution of the problem as it seems to me would
lie in the establishment of some institutions, perhaps
international, for the impartial testing of promising new
synthetics; or in default of such, in the formation of
central bureaus of critical disinterested review.
The need of a check even on our great houses was
brought home forcibly to my mind in some recent ex-
aminations I had occasion to make as a member of the
Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the A. M. A. :
a preparation from one of our great American houses
bore in its literature the truthful statement that it is
acetylamidobenzene-trimethylxanthine. I wonder how
many physicians recognize that these thirty-five letters
spell in simple English acetanilid plus caffein, a mixture
as bad as any of those recently exposed, but coming
from a great reputable firm and parading correct chem-
ical synonyms other than those usually employed by phy-
sicians. This same firm widely advertises to the profes-
sion a certain hypnotic as being much safer than chloral
—it bears in its description the statement that it is a
compound of chloraethanal with a higher polyatomic
alcohol, which is true. To a chemist that spelled at
once chloral combined with glycerin—what physician,
who would hesitate about prescribing chloral, would not
like to use his own judgment as to whether chloral plus
glycerin would be any safer? It seems to me, then,
that physicians ought to insist that all chemical com-pounds whatever should pass before some reviewing
board which will insist that the manufacturers give the
plain truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth !
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THE TEACHER'S INFLUENCE.
The question of the influence of the medical teacher
in the prescribing of nostrums goes hand in hand with
the question as to how great an influence the medical
teacher exerts on the student after he has graduated.
It may be said that the young practitioner is, in all
essential details, an epitome of the ideas of his teachers.
The more capable the practitioner, the greater his op-portunities for practice and observation, the more ex-
tensive his reading, the more quickly does he become
emancipated from this influence. After all, this is but
natural and right. In the early days of practice, of
what else should the tyro think when face to face with
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a difficult case, but of the teachings of his college days?
Just at this point it is essential that we emphasize
something which is only too commonly lost sight of. The
student of arts and letters, or the humanities in general,
goes to an institution of learning essentially for the
purpose of acquiring the methods which pertain to the
investigation of his subject. It is of no sort of import-
ance to him that he be familiar with any given detail.
He is dealing rather with principles and generalities. He
might be ranked as a very fair classical scholar and yet be
totally unable to read at sight a given selection from a
well-known classical author. It is all-important to the
student of political economy that he know the method of
that science, but it is by no means essential that he be
familiar with any given set of statistics. These are in
his books, to which he always has time to refer for the
desired information.
PRACTICAL DEMANDS OE THE PROFESSION.
With the medical student the situation is vastly dif-
ferent. Not only must he thoroughly comprehend the
methods of medicine, and be able to understand and
apply the great fundamental principles, but in addition
he must master the minutest detail of practice. It is by
no means sufficient, to put the matter more concretely,
that he have only a general knowledge of asepsis, but he
must be able to put into instant practice all the minutiœ
of rendering a room, a patient, an instrument aseptic.
He may understand very well the general principles of
the action of digitalis on the heart, or of iron on the
blood composition, and yet practically be a complete
failure unless he have at his fingers' ends the precise
dose, mode of administration, and clinical effects of
both. The medical student, therefore, must learn
methods, plus the details of putting these mehods into
practice.
The physician differs again from most of his brethren
in other professions, in that his knowledge must be so co-
ordinated and correlated as to be available for instant
use, without reference to any authority. Now, the appli-
cation of these facts to the question at issue is tolerably
plain. The thoughtful teacher recognizes that the prin-
ciples of the art and science of medicine must come first.
They are the sine qua non for the successful understand-
ing of any given medical topic. The surgeon very proper-
ly takes up, first, the problems of general surgical pa-
thology. These once mastered, he may proceed to the
details of practice. The professor of practice or of
materia medica treats of the general action of drugs,
and, when these are thoroughly understood, proceeds to
the application of the knowledge acquired, by discussing
their use in a given case. When one reflects on the
enormously overcrowded medical curriculum of to-
day, when every teacher on the faculty is clamoring for
more hours for his especial subject, it is easy to under-
stand that some things must suffer, and therapeutics is
too frequently the one affected.
How is it with the clinical side of instruction? The
professor of practice presents a given medical case, dis-
cussing in full its etiology, pathology and diagnosis.
And then how about the treatment? In the main
this is dismissed with a short reference to the general
principles involved. Let us assume the case has been one
of influenza. The student may be told that in addition
to the ordinary precautions to be taken in any infection,
the treatment should be supporting, with cautious use
of the antipyretics, and stimulation when necessary. The
trained clinician knows precisely what such generaldirections mean, the student has a very hazy and im-
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perfect understanding of them. In consequence, whenhe receives his diploma he has a fairly large amount of
theoretical, and some practical knowledge of pathology
and diagnosis, with a very hazy and indistinct idea as tojust precisely how he will treat a given case. This is not
said in any sense of criticism of our clinical teachers.On the contrary I firmly believe that the very men whom
we respect most for their ability, the men who are ad-
mittedly our most skilful diagnosticians and consultants
are probably most at fault. The very profundity of their
knowledge in regard to the pathology and diagnosis ofdisease, coupled with the fact that most of our recent
advance in knowledge has been along the line of diag-
nosis rather than treatment, makes them reduce the time
they devote to the medicinal therapy to a minimum.
THE NOSTRUM MAN'S OPPORTUNITY.
Time and again our most brilliant teachers will finish
a clinic on chlorosis with the statement that the patient
has been getting iron, and has been improving under its
use. In one sense the details of its administration are
unimportant, but it is exactly such teaching as this
which leaves the student's mind in a receptive condition
for the literature on the thousand and one iron nostrums
which will pour in on him from the day he hangs out his
shingle. The nostrum man thoroughly appreciates this
fact. He takes particular pains to send with the very at-
tractive looking samples precise information as to dose,
administration, etc. Our young physician knows that
iron is indicated. Why then should he not give prefer-
ence to a preparation which, as the circular of informa-
tion very distinctly tells him, will produce results far
beyond anything contained in the pharmacopeia ?
If in that clinic on chlorosis the teacher had spent ten
minutes telling the essential facts in regard to the iron
preparations; and, further, that many of the newer iron
preparations are intrinsically worthless, the value of that
clinic from a practical standpoint would have been
doubled. If the student were told plainly, and without
any equivocation, that the claims of many nostrums are
absurdly extravagant, and that it is not in the least
difficult to find for every nostrum so vaunted a better
and simpler preparation from the pharmacopeia, he
would hesitate before putting his signature to a prescrip-
tion for any such preparation. He should be taught to
estimate at their true value the opinions of physicians
whose principal claim to fame rests on the fact that
their name is continually seen signed to a report on the
efficacy of somebody's cure-all. Indeed, even at the risk
of having the student's opinion of the medical profession
slightly lowered, it might be well to tell him in plain
Anglo-Saxon terms that more than one person has writ-
ten laudatory reports of somebody's preparation for no
other consideration than that he was well paid for it.
It may be objected that the medical teacher's influence
reaches only to the men in their first few years of
practice. It may be said, "Oh, it is of no consequence
what the very young practitioner does, for in the first
year or two of his professional career he has little or no
practice, and by the time he has acquired a practice he
will have learned better." The reverse of this is apt to
be the case. "As the twig is bent, the tree is inclined"—
and the man who has acquired the habit of prescribing
nostrums is likely to continue it.
NOSTRUMS PRESCRIBED BY PRACTITIONERS.
It seems to me that the very best possible way to as-
certain just how extensively nostrums are being prescrib-
ed by the profession at large, is to go over the files of any
reputable pharmacist and see what proportions of pre-
scriptions call for such nostrums. In order to avoid any
possibility of personalities I have requested a friendly
pharmacist to go over some hundreds of recent, con-
secutive prescriptions, with the result that just 20 per
cent, of these prescriptions call for some of these objec-
tionable nostrums. I do not for a moment lose sight of
the fact that a considerable number of proprietary
preparations may be found by our Council on Pharmacy
and Chemistry to have sufficient value to entitle them to
consideration. But the nostrums to which I refer are
such as are wholly objectionable because of their mode
of advertisement, or because of the absurdly extravagant
claims made for them. From this it will be perfectly
apparent that the nostrum evil is one which has touched
to a greater or less extent, not only the young and in-
experienced practitioner, but also men of years of ex-
perience and reputation, in some cases the very elect.
It would serve no useful purpose to give a list of the
nostrums which I found as constituting 20 per cent, of
the prescriptions just referred to. Nor is it part of my
task to comment on these individually as this has been
relegated to the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry,
which has much better sources of information, and
therefore better judgment, than anyone working singly
could possibly have.
THE CURRICULUM AT FAULT.
Another standpoint from which the medical teacher
may be regarded as in a measure responsible for existing
conditions, is to be found in the very anomalous position
occupied by the subject of medicinal therapeutics in
a large number of our medical schools in bygone years,
and which, to the best of my knowledge, still obtains to
a considerable degree. I refer to the very loose connection
which has existed between medicinal therapeutics and
the practice of medicine. Materia medica and drug
therapeutics have been hitherto regarded as essentially
elementary branches, and as such, usually relegated to
the freshman and sophomore years in the curriculum,
while the study of the practice of medicine is deferred
to the junior and senior years.
Granting that materia medica, so-called, may be re-garded as a distinctly elementary subject, the same thing
can not be said of therapeutics. It seems utter folly to
tell a sophomore student, for example, that the nitrites
are useful in angina pectoris, when that same student
has not had a single lecture on the practice of medicine,
and has not the remotest idea what angina pectoris is,
how it is produced, or in what way the nitrites might
prove serviceable. Or, again, how absurd to tell another
sophomore that digitalis is a most valuable drug in many
heart lesions in the stage of decompensation, when he
has no conception whatever as to what decompensation
means. These are not theoretical points, but practical
difficulties encountered in teaching that subject. In
order to have our curriculum pedagogically logical, the
teaching of therapeutics must go hand in hand with the
teaching of internal medicine. All of us will admit, I
think, that our students on graduation are more deficient
in therapeutics than in anything else. The reason seems
to me to be self-evident, and to lie in the fact, already
stated, that the instruction in therapeutics and practice
is separated by an interval of a year or more instead of
being given simultaneously.
CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY.
I am well aware that it is much easier to point out
defects than to suggest the remedy, but it seems to me
that a considerable portion, if not all of the instruction
in therapeutics proper, should be under the auspices of
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the chair of practice, and closely correlated with it. This
would certainly be of much greater advantage to the
student than the crowding of a host of minor specialties
into the senior year of the curriculum, a practice now sogenerally in vogue in our schools. He would come to
the day of graduation with his knowledge of therapeutics
and practice both equally fresh in his mind, and with a
feeling of sturdy independence in regard to the clap-
trap literature dispensed by the nostrum vendor.
To sum up the situation, the medical teacher can not
escape the reproach of having contributed in one way or
another his share to the creation of the existing deplor-
able state of affairs. This responsibility is, I believe, of
a purely negative character.
1. The subject of medicinal therapeutics in generalhas been subordinated in an undue degree to pathology
and diagnosis.
2. In his teachings of therapeutics clinically the medi-
cal teacher has contented himself too often with vaguegeneral statements instead of recognizing that the sub-ject is essentially one of detail, and entering on its dis-
cussion in the most minute way.
3. The teacher has presented the subject of thera-
peutics at the psychologically wrong moment instead of
in direct connection with the subject of practice.
4. The teacher of materia medica has often failed to
do his complete duty in not acquainting the student with
the situation in regard to nostrums as it actually ex-ists, and by thus sounding a note of warning, sending
him out forewarned and forearmed.
WHY THE WORK OF THE COUNCIL ON PHAR-
MACY AND CHEMISTRY IS NECESSARY.
J. H. LONG.
Professor of Chemistry, Northwestern University Medical School.
CHICAGO.
When it has been made plain that the public or some
section of the public has been systematically outraged
for years the question arises, What are you going to do
about it?
There was a time when most of the medicines used
by physicians were prepared by themselves or by meth-
ods with which they were familiar, just as there was a
time when every family prepared most of the food which
it consumed. But those days are past, and trusting others
to manufacture our foods and our medicines has led to
gross abuses in which the general public, the physician
and the patient all suffer. The food problem and the
medicine problem have much in common, and a study of
what has been done in the one case suggests what may
be done in the other.
Just here it must be remarked that the trouble is not
because of lack of supply of good food or good medicine.
The reverse is true. In the world to-day there is more
good sugar, good meat, good flour and good vegetables
than ever before. Agriculture has advanced. So there
is more good quinin, good calomel, good opium or good
chloroform in the world than ever before; manufactur-
ing pharmaceutical chemistry has also advanced. This
is not the difficulty, but it is right here : We are being
ridiculed, mystified and sometimes even bribed into be-
lieving that the thousand and one new things are so
much better than the dozen or fifty old things with
which we have been long familiar and the virtues and
faults of which we know. The root of the whole evil
may be referred back to the advertising mania which
has taken possession of this country. It seems to be a
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practical truth that any article, no matter how bad it is,
may be sold by sufficient advertising. With great gainto the people as a whole, 95 per cent, of all advertising
might be dispensed with.
"CONCENTRATED" FOODS.
Indirectly the growth of the science of chemistry is
responsible for the acceptance of some false notions. In
the early days of physiologic chemistry people were
taught to believe in the possibility of certain extracts
or concentrated forms of food, and before scientific
men could clear up the matter the general public caught
the idea and has held it more or less tenaciously ever
since. Hence the possibility of convincing a man by
blatant bill-boarding or some other objectionable form
of advertising that a pound of a cheap mixture of glu-
cose and toasted bread contains more nourishment than
ten pounds of meat. Hence the possibility of persuad-
ing a man to think that a concentrated, so-called predi-gested or otherwise doped-up breakfast food is better
than honest oatmeal or bread and butter. Parallel to
this blind faith in highly advertised and often very in-
ferior foods is the common faith among physicians in
the virtues of the so-called synthetic remedies, especiallyif they are made in Germany. In too many cases there
is little justification for this faith.
But these evils, bad as they are, are being cured, and
in spite of the Illinois Food Commission. The able men
connected with the Department of Agriculture at Wash-
ington and with some of the food commissions outside
of Illinois are gradually educating the public. Some
day we shall have a national pure food law, and such
frauds and misrepresentations as are now frequently
heard of will become rare.
THE ADVERTISING OF NOSTRUMS.
But how is it with drugs and medicines? I spoke
a moment ago of advertising, and it so happens that
the overzeal of the advertiser has suggested the way to
begin the correction of the whole matter. The manu-
facture of standard drugs is a legitimate and long es-
tablished business which requires no special advertising.
Good goods sell themselves with very little booming.
They are like wheat. But fake medicines, like fake
foods, must be advertised, and widely advertised, to sell.
If the publicity can be checked the frauds must fail.
The medicine manufacturer naturally looks to the med-
ical journals as his advertising medium. If in the
minds of the publishers of such journals the right senti-
ment against fraud can be created the battle for honesty
and decency here is practically won.
But in striving to shut out the advertising of fake
medicines there is always some little danger of excluding
also a really meritorious article, and occasionally some-
thing of the sort appears. The physician can not now
be expected to discriminate between the good and the
bad which is offered him; that would require far too
much special knowledge. The nature of food stuffs and
the limitations in the manufacture of foods are pretty
well known, and false claims are very easily disproved.
But it is not so with most drugs. Some of the newer
things are powerful and excellent remedies. With the
advance of organic chemistry greater possibilities are
developed, and we must admit that we do not know the
limitations here at all. Hence when the manufacturer
or his agent offers a description of his new ware for
advertisement the publisher is not, off hand, justified in
rejecting it unless the claim made is on its face incon-
sistent and absurd. There should be some way of prov-
ing the truth or falsity of the claim before accepting
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